Doctors who fled from Nazi-occupied and dominated Europe sought to pursue their profession wherever they could. Those who arrived in Australia confronted substantial impediments to doing so. In New South Wales (‘NSW’), doctors who represented, registered and educated the medical profession and Members of Parliament attempted to prevent ‘refugee doctors’, as they were described, from practising medicine. Due largely to protectionism and prejudice, many refugee doctors were denied registration to practise medicine irrespective of their qualifications, skills and experience, and despite the low number of refugee doctors who settled in NSW. This article focuses on the law and politics of registering the medical profession. It analyses the treatment of refugee doctors who sought to practise medicine in NSW between 1937 and 1942, and then reflects on the contemporary relevance of this episode in Australia’s history of medical regulation. The article discusses cautionary lessons we might learn from the past so that capable overseas-trained doctors to whom Australia grants refuge are permitted to practise their profession and provide valuable medical services to the community. This article also considers whether changes to the law since that time might constitute some safeguard against repetition of past discrimination.

I INTRODUCTION

In the 1930s and 1940s, doctors who fled from Nazi-occupied and dominated European countries sought to pursue their livelihood anywhere else they could. A
common path was to seek refuge initially in the United Kingdom (‘UK’),\(^1\) where they were described variously as ‘refugee’, ‘alien’ and ‘foreign’. The term ‘refugee doctors’ in particular reflects the experiences of medical practitioners who escaped persecution and were stateless, or reluctant to return to Europe.\(^2\) These refugee doctors were permitted to undertake the final exams of the Scottish Triple Qualification Board (‘Scottish Board’) after a year’s clinical study and obtain qualifications (‘TQ’) on the basis of which the General Council of Medical Education and Registration (‘GMC’), the UK’s medical licensing and standards body, would register them.\(^3\) Nevertheless, from 1935, pursuant to an order of the UK Secretary of State for Home Affairs, it was expected that most European doctors would leave Britain after studying for the TQ or other qualifications.\(^4\) All doctors whom the GMC registered were ‘entitled to practise medicine … (subject to any local law) in any … part of Her Majesty’s dominions’.\(^5\) Consequently, at this time, refugee doctors increasingly applied to the boards that registered doctors to practise medicine in each of Australia’s states.

Many of the refugee doctors who arrived in Australia did so before World War II began and settled in New South Wales (‘NSW’).\(^6\) This pool represented a tiny portion of the medical profession in that state. Approximately 2,400 to 2,500 doctors were practising there in 1939.\(^7\) Estimates of the number of refugee doctors seeking registration in NSW that year ranged from 48 (according to government
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sources)8 to 55 (according to the British Medical Association (‘BMA’)).9 Notwithstanding their relatively low number, and irrespective of their skills and experience, many refugee doctors failed to secure registration to practise medicine in NSW.

The exclusion of these refugee doctors from the registered medical profession was in no small part due to the efforts of individuals who belonged to the Medical Board of NSW (‘Board’), which registered the NSW medical profession; the BMA, which was the peak body for the medical profession in the British Empire; and the University of Sydney’s (‘University’) Senate (‘Senate’), Professorial Board, and Faculty of Medicine (‘Faculty’). Egon Kunz wrote that these bodies with their overlapping membership constituted ‘the triangular power structure of the Australian medical world’.10 In NSW, the contribution of a fourth force – Members of Parliament (‘MPs’) who were sympathetic to the entreaties of representatives of the Board, BMA and University – was essential to preventing refugee doctors from obtaining registration to practise medicine. MPs passed legislation that circumscribed their eligibility for it. Their statutes also gave substantial latitude to the Board – several of whose members also occupied prominent roles in the BMA and/or the University – to decide whether refugee doctors were entitled to registration, regardless of their abilities, and to the University to determine whether they could become so entitled. Both bodies exercised their discretion rigidly and ungenerously.

Some Australians, including doctors and even BMA members,11 as well as MPs, supported refugee doctors and highlighted their capacity to benefit their new home.12 They argued that denying them registration was indefensible on economic, ethical and public health grounds. The executive of the National Council of Women, for example, queried, ‘would the few extra doctors so greatly endanger the livelihood of the many hundreds already established?’, and deemed it a moral imperative to ‘help [refugee doctors] to establish themselves as self-supporting citizens’.13 Nevertheless, their voices had little, if any, impact on those who were
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determined, seemingly due largely to protectionism and prejudice, to exclude refugee doctors from the registered medical profession.

This article examines the attempts by, and collaboration between, MPs and doctors who registered, represented and educated the medical profession to prevent refugee doctors from practising medicine during this period, using NSW as a case study. This article also considers cautionary lessons that we may learn from this history. It is timely to reflect on this period when a high volume of people were displaced from their countries of origin and doctors among them experienced substantial difficulties in obtaining permission to pursue their profession in Australia. The mass of people currently seeking asylum around the globe, in response to war, political conflict and oppression of ethnic, political and religious groups, constitutes a major humanitarian crisis. Australia’s treatment of asylum seekers polarises public opinion, and there have been calls to lower Australia’s intake generally of overseas-trained doctors (‘OTDs’), as they are commonly termed today. The latter have occurred in the context of increases in the number of Australian medical graduates and a perceived ‘oversupply’ of certain medical specialists particularly in metropolitan locations (despite a simultaneous dependence on OTDs in regional, rural and remote areas, which have historically experienced shortages of doctors, and in emergency medicine). In addition, there was some debate in the recent past about whether contemporary Australian medical registration and accreditation processes discriminated against OTDs.
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II RESPONSES TO REFUGEE DOCTORS SEEKING TO PRACTISE MEDICINE IN NEW SOUTH WALES, 1937–42

A Medical Practitioners Act 1912 (NSW) and Its Application

Before 4 August 1939, when significant amendments to legislation governing medical practitioners’ registration in NSW commenced operation, any ‘German or Austrian subject’ or ‘graduate of any German or Austrian University or Medical School only’ was ineligible for registration. MPs had passed the Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Act 1915 (NSW) (‘1915 Act’), amending the Medical Practitioners Act 1912 (NSW) (‘1912 Act’) and introducing this provision, to prevent doctors who had a connection with Australia’s enemies during World War I from practising medicine in NSW. The Board was eager to apply the prohibition wherever possible. For instance, it sought the Crown Solicitor’s advice about whether ‘Hungary should be regarded as part of Austria’ when Szanto Geza, a Hungarian subject and orthopaedic specialist, applied to the Board for registration. Given NSW newspapers’ reporting about the Nazi regime, Board
members would have realised that many of the refugee doctors applying for registration were Jewish,22 and, therefore, from September 1935, no longer German subjects. Under the Nuremberg laws, passed in Germany that month, individuals with four Jewish grandparents were declared non-citizens.23 Yet the Board still required refugee doctors to ‘establish as a fact that [they were] not a subject of Germany’ before it would consider their applications.24

Under the 1912 Act, European doctors who were not German or Austrian subjects and who obtained their qualifications in countries other than Germany and Austria were eligible for registration in two circumstances. First, the Board could register doctors whom a ‘college of physicians or surgeons in Great Britain’, such as the GMC, had ‘licensed or admitted’.25 Nevertheless, where refugee doctors were eligible for registration on the basis of their GMC registration, the Board pedantically pursued other obstacles to registering them. For example, the Board would only register Maurice Hurst ‘upon production of further information regarding [the] name “Moses Hurwitz” appearing on his passport’.26 Yet Hurst had already provided a statutory declaration, British passport, certification of his name in the GMC’s register, a document regarding his change of name, and two signed photographs.27

The Board also urged the NSW Government to relieve it of its obligation to register refugee doctors who obtained GMC registration by virtue of earning the TQ. In 1934, the Board wrote to the NSW Premier highlighting ‘the position that would arise in respect of exiled German or Austrian Jewish practitioners’ who had the TQ and were therefore eligible for registration ‘unless some safeguard were provided by legislation requiring such practitioners to complete a full course of medical study at a British medical school’.28 In 1937, the Board nominated its member, Dr Frederick Maguire (who also belonged to the Senate),29 to repeat this advice to the Minister for Health, Herbert FitzSimons, while he was preparing the Medical Practitioners Bill 1938 (NSW) (‘Bill’), and to propose that this provision apply to all ‘foreign medical practitioners’.30 The Board also requested Maguire to ask FitzSimons as a matter of grave urgency … to obtain an opinion from the legal officers of the Commonwealth as to whether any power is possessed by a State or by the
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Commonwealth to refuse registration to any medical practitioner who has been registered by the [GMC].

This advocacy aligned with the BMA’s agenda, which was unsurprising given the Board’s composition. The Board’s members were doctors, as required by the 1912 Act, and, according to MP Thomas Mutch – at least in 1938 – they were all BMA members. Moreover, several Board members occupied influential positions within the BMA (and also the University), including the Board’s president, Sir Robert Wade, who was a councillor and president of the BMA’s NSW branch. The BMA was a powerful lobby group for a dominant profession, and its parent body in London and Australian branches publicly opposed refugee doctors practising medicine in the British Empire. In 1937, the BMA’s Federal Council, an Australian body that formulated policies on medical and political matters of national concern, recommended to the Scottish Board that ‘foreign medical graduates should be required to undergo a minimum period of three years’ clinical study in Great Britain or Ireland before they were admitted to the qualifying examination’. The Federal Council also resolved that each branch ‘should if it think fit’ encourage the government in its state to amend relevant legislation ‘to prevent registration of German Jewish practitioners’ with the TQ. (The Federal Council subsequently expanded on this position, resolving explicitly that it was ‘opposed to the registration of alien practitioners in any State of the Commonwealth’).

The second circumstance in which European doctors could be eligible for registration under the 1912 Act was if they completed ‘a regular course of medical study of not less than five years’ duration in a school of medicine’ and ‘received after due examination from some university, college or other body … a diploma, degree or license entitling [them] to practise medicine’ in the country in which
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they obtained it.\textsuperscript{42} Yet, applicants could only rely on this ground if either the country in which they obtained their diploma, degree or licence had ‘reciprocity’ with NSW, or they passed the ‘examination prescribed by the Senate’.\textsuperscript{43} At this time, Japan and Italy had reciprocity with NSW, meaning that doctors registered in NSW were entitled to practise medicine in those countries by virtue of their NSW registration and vice versa.\textsuperscript{44} Nevertheless, most refugee doctors who applied to the Board for registration between 1937 and 4 August 1939 had obtained their qualifications in countries that lacked reciprocity with NSW, such as Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland.\textsuperscript{45} They therefore needed to complete the University’s assessment to become eligible for registration.

The Senate understood the authority endowed it by the legislature over refugee doctors’ livelihoods and it attempted to thwart them. The Professorial Board explained to the Senate that it was ‘empowered to prescribe the examinations to be passed by certain foreign medical practitioners to entitle them to registration by the Medical Board of NSW’.\textsuperscript{46} In 1937, on the Faculty’s recommendation, the Senate decided to increase the difficulty of this pathway to registration. Although the 1912 Act referred to a single ‘examination’, the Senate required ‘foreign medical practitioners … to pass the degree examinations of the fourth, fifth and sixth years’ of the Faculty’s course, and to take the examinations ‘in the proper sequence and at the regular times’ and ‘in English’.\textsuperscript{47} It appears that the Senate sought thereby to reduce competition for local graduates; a month later, the Faculty claimed that the number of students entering it had grown.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{B Medical Practitioners Act 1938 (NSW)}

When it commenced operation on 4 August 1939,\textsuperscript{49} the Medical Practitioners Act 1938 (NSW) (‘1938 Act’) removed the prohibition on registering German and Austrian doctors and doctors with qualifications only from Germany and Austria. However, this was not designed to improve refugee doctors’ opportunities to practise medicine. The Premier sought to appease Germany’s government, which refused to participate in NSW’s 150th anniversary celebrations unless the ban was
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lifited.50 Indeed, notwithstanding this change, the 1938 Act imposed tighter constraints on all European doctors’ eligibility for registration than the 1912 Act, and confined the Board to granting a maximum of eight registration applications from ‘persons who are not natural born British subjects’ annually.51 FitzSimons acknowledged that this legislation intended to prevent ‘a great influx of foreign doctors’.52 If refugee doctors were ineligible for registration, they could be barred from immigrating to Australia.53 From 1938, the Commonwealth government denied refugees permission ‘to enter Australia for the purpose of practising as doctors unless evidence [was] furnished that they [were] eligible for registration as medical practitioners in one of the states’ or their cases had ‘special features’.54

1 Medical Practitioners Bill 1938 (NSW)

MPs’ express and implicit reasons for seeking to exclude refugee doctors from the NSW medical profession mirrored those of the BMA. FitzSimons principally argued that the Bill would ‘protect not only the 2,500 registered medical practitioners in [NSW], but also the 900 young Australians who are now studying medicine at the Sydney University’.55 Other MPs similarly maintained that it would ensure foreign doctors did not ‘take away the livelihoods’ of local practitioners,56 or ‘jeopardise the interests of many young Australian doctors’.57 A ‘prominent member’ of the BMA quoted in The Sun articulated the same aim: ‘Australian doctors had to be protected as far as possible’ in light of ‘refugee doctors’ immigrating, and ‘Australian doctors and those who are studying medicine at present will be more than able to satisfy public requirements’.58

The BMA was seemingly concerned about refugee doctors competing with local practitioners for income. Doctors already vied with one another to treat the relatively few patients who were willing and could afford to pay for private medical consultations.59 At the end of the Great Depression, potential ‘fee-for-service’ patients were still joining ‘friendly societies’ with which doctors felt compelled to enter contracts, but whose capitation fees (which doctors received
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from providing medical services to members) they considered poor remuneration.\textsuperscript{60} This ‘lodge practice’ was also tight, however, as poorer patients obtained free medical treatment through means-tested access to public hospitals’ outpatient wards,\textsuperscript{61} which employed few permanent salaried medical staff.\textsuperscript{62} CHE Lawes, the Federal Council’s General Secretary, informed the Secretary of the Commonwealth Department of External Affairs that an influx of German Jewish medical practitioners, most of whom I believe would work at fees very much lower than those recognised as equitable in this country, would be a serious matter for Australian doctors.\textsuperscript{63}

MP James McGirr recognised doctors’ anxiety that compulsory National Health Insurance (‘NHI’), which the federal government was proposing to introduce, would further constrict their earnings.\textsuperscript{64} Indeed, MP Hamilton Knight speculated that the Bill was a ‘precautionary measure … to protect the [BMA] against the Commonwealth Government if it decides’ to fulfil its threat ‘to import foreign doctors to carry out’ the NHI because local doctors refuse to ‘co-operate with it’.\textsuperscript{65} Representatives of the Federal Council had secretly negotiated with the Government regarding the NHI, but 90\% of BMA members subsequently voted in a plebiscite against this agreement, believing that it unduly compromised their remuneration.\textsuperscript{66} Doctors’ perception that the Federal Council had failed to represent their interests perhaps also fuelled the BMA’s eagerness to oppose refugee doctors practising in NSW; this public campaign could unify the profession and demonstrate that the BMA was defending local practitioners’ dominance of the fee-for-service market.\textsuperscript{67} The BMA would continue to advocate for protection of Australian doctors’ private practices after the war began and it was feared that refugee doctors might usurp them if local practitioners enlisted.\textsuperscript{68} The Federal Council resolved to ‘request the Commonwealth Government to take
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steps to protect the practice of men called up for service in the armed forces … by stopping the influx of alien practitioners’.69

The Bill promised to limit the supply of medical practitioners by applying the principle of reciprocity, though FitzSimons and the BMA rationalised it similarly as simply a matter of fairness. The Bill proposed to prevent doctors who obtained their qualifications in a country that lacked reciprocity with NSW from practising medicine there.70 FitzSimons expressed confidence that his fellow MPs would not ‘suggest that the door here should be left wide open to the medical men of these countries which debar graduates of British and [D]ominion universities from practising their profession within the territories under their control’.71 The BMA shared this view. Its representative, whom The Sun quoted, explained, ‘Australian doctors are not granted any special privileges overseas, so I don’t see why foreign doctors should receive any in Australia’.72 In 1934, however, the Federal Council had disclosed another motive for its support for registering foreign doctors only if they obtained their qualifications in countries that had reciprocity with Australia. After discussing ‘the possible influx of European practitioners into Australia owing to the disturbed conditions on the Continent’, it resolved:

([I]n view of the adequate supply of medical practitioners who are graduates of British Universities, it is undesirable to admit graduates of alien countries unless reciprocity of [registration] exists in those countries.)73

The BMA also agitated to exclude refugee doctors from the Australian medical profession by questioning their professional and ethical standards.74 Dr Lindsay Dey, president of the BMA’s NSW branch, stated, ‘the association does not object to competent foreign doctors practising in this State, but will oppose any lowering of the standard of medical education’,75 implying that registration of refugee doctors had the potential to do so. Likewise, in support of the argument that ‘the medical profession is not in a position to absorb an influx of foreign graduates’, an anonymous ‘graduate of Sydney’ conjectured in the Medical Journal of Australia (‘MJA’), a BMA publication,76 that they ‘may not’ have ‘the most desirable professional and ethical attributes’.77 Echoing this attitude, FitzSimons emphasised that there was no evidence that ‘the average’ foreign doctor was ‘superior to the
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ordinary practitioner’ in NSW, and he/she ‘probably’ was ‘not so efficient’ as a local graduate and, therefore, could ‘contribute nothing to the welfare of this community’.78

Despite these comments, as several other MPs observed, some Australian doctors undertook postgraduate work and study in Europe to learn from its advanced medicine.79 As it happens, investigations undertaken by the NSW Committee of the Australian Association of Scientific Workers a year later confirmed that refugee doctors with German and Austrian qualifications had undergone a ‘course of study [that] was practically identical in length and content’ to the University’s medical course.80 Further, ‘admission to private practice in their own countries could be obtained only, as in [NSW], after one year’s residence in hospital’, and ‘many doctors … spent a longer time in residence and doing research work … [at] recognised … University State hospitals or municipal hospitals’.81 Even if FitzSimons and the BMA were unfamiliar with European doctors’ training, and genuinely queried whether their medical practice was inferior to that of Australian practitioners, they could have recommended assessment of their qualifications and experience, as some MPs did.82 Nevertheless, FitzSimons conceded, ‘we do not propose to provide an open door for the foreign graduate, irrespective of his standard of efficiency’.83

The NSW Government and BMA were united in their desire to exclude German Jewish doctors in particular. The Sun reported that NSW doctors opposed lifting the ban on registration of German and Austrian doctors for fear ‘there will be an influx of Jewish doctors, who have left Germany to escape Nazi persecution, and who may … have obtained qualifications in Great Britain’.84 As noted above, the Federal Council attempted to impede registration of German Jewish practitioners with the TQ specifically. Premiers of NSW, Bertram Stevens and Alex Mair, also sought to ensure that these doctors did not practise medicine in NSW. After the Federal Cabinet committed in 1938 to admit 15,000 Jewish immigrants to Australia over three years,85 these premiers urged the Prime Minister, Robert Menzies, to limit the landing permits that the Commonwealth government granted to medical practitioners and consider ‘taking action to prevent any further refugee doctors applying’ for them.86 They maintained that, due to the
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legislative constraints on refugee doctors’ registration, many of them would be unemployed and thus a burden on the state. Menzies assured Mair of the ‘procedure’ the Commonwealth government had been following of denying admission to Australia of refugee doctors who sought to practise medicine, but could not produce evidence that they were eligible for registration here. The *Courier-Mail* recognised that the Bill was ‘designed to make more difficult’ the registration of ‘foreign doctors, who have been compelled to leave Germany and Austria because of political or racial persecution’. The newspaper claimed that this objective was ‘not animated by the intolerance which has driven foreign doctors from their own countries’, but rather was intended to ‘safeguard’ the ‘livelihood of doctors now practising in Australia, and the prospects of hundreds of young Australians’ studying medicine. It is unclear whether anti-Semitism in particular motivated MPs and the BMA’s interest in excluding refugee doctors. Yet, a bias against non-British doctors and hostility towards Germans probably drove their response in addition to their professed protectionism.

As many of the refugee doctors were Jewish, it is reasonable to question whether opponents of their registration were anti-Semitic. It is nonetheless possible that refugee doctors would have met an antagonistic reception in Australia whatever their religion or culture, but because Jews comprised a large portion of this cohort, animosity towards them appeared to manifest in anti-Semitic sentiment. A dominant public response towards migrants in Australia at this time was general xenophobia, rather than anti-Semitism in particular. Doctors who were admitted to Australia under the Displaced Persons scheme following World War II experienced similar treatment, though about 2% of them only were Jews. Nevertheless, Australians might have assumed that most of them were Jewish.

Germans were certainly denigrated, as their home country had already fought against the British Empire in one war and was on the cusp of and then engaged in
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another. Notwithstanding the fact that they had fled from persecution, it was assumed that refugee doctors from Germany remained allied to and influenced by it. In 1941, the MJA published a letter from Dr TW Lipscomb, a councillor of the BMA’s NSW branch, alleging of these doctors, ‘refugees they may be from the present Nazi regime, but they are still German nationals, by birth, language and general outlook, and as such anti-British’.

A majority of MPs and the BMA seemingly distinguished refugee doctors from British medical practitioners whom they welcomed. It was no coincidence that the Bill permitted registration of an unlimited number of doctors who were ‘natural born British subjects’, while just eight doctors who did not fall into that category could obtain registration each year. Writing to The Sydney Morning Herald in 1939, Dr George Moncrieff Barron, president of the BMA’s NSW branch who became a Board member in 1941, deemed the welfare of only British and Australian doctors deserving of protection, and those practitioners equally so with increasing numbers of graduates from Australian universities, with hundreds of young Australian doctors returning from active service … and British doctors desiring to immigrate to Australia, medical practices will be difficult to establish or obtain. Therefore, every effort to safeguard the interests of Australian and British doctors and the interests of their British families should be regarded as worthy of the support of every Australian institution.

This attitude is unsurprising. Many Australians identified as Australian and British, shared racial ambitions to create a white, British-oriented nation, and favoured British immigrants over any others. Notwithstanding differences between British and Australian medical education, British graduates (of courses longer than the TQ) were considered more ‘readily assimilable’ into Australia’s medical profession than European doctors.

Perhaps partly due to the symmetry between the reasoning of FitzSimons and the BMA, several MPs alleged that the BMA had influenced the content of the Bill, including its clauses concerning foreign doctors, and they expressed concern that it protected local doctors’ interests at the public’s expense. MP Robert
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Heffron, for instance, commented, ‘this bill is essentially a measure of the [BMA]’, which ‘is making desperate endeavours to prevent doctors from overseas coming here to practise, as they might interfere with the incomes being earned by members of that organisation’. The BMA denied its impact on the legislation, and FitzSimons denied that he consulted the BMA. FitzSimons did admit, however, that he relied on advice from the Department of Health’s medical officers, and MP William Davies observed that the Director-General of Public Health (Dr Emanuel Morris) was a BMA member. Moreover, the Board, which included representatives of the BMA, contributed to the Bill’s preparation. Its clauses concerning foreign doctors’ applications for registration were amended after the Board received drafts of them and Wade met with the Special Administrative Officer to discuss them. Wade presumably sought to implement the resolution of a conference of Australian state medical boards and representatives of the profession that he had recently attended, which ‘[affirmed] the necessity for … complete application in all states of the principle of reciprocity with foreign countries in order to prevent the use of any method of circumventing this principle’.

2 Medical Practitioners Act 1938 (NSW) and Its Application

The Board and BMA achieved their objective to remove refugee doctors’ opportunity to rely on the TQ to obtain registration in NSW. Under the 1938 Act, an applicant was only eligible for registration based on medical study undertaken within the British Empire if the course was at least five years’ long and the Board recognised it as being not lower in standard than the Faculty’s course. The intensity of at least the Faculty’s zeal to exclude refugee doctors from the NSW medical profession is illustrated by its support for retaining this provision despite the risk that NSW doctors might lose their reciprocal entitlement to practise medicine in the UK as a result. Australian doctors valued this right because many wished to undertake postgraduate education and training in the UK.

After the passage of the 1938 Act, the GMC wrote to the Faculty and Board cautioning them that, if this provision commenced operation, the Order in Council that facilitated NSW registered doctors’ entitlement to UK registration could be
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revoked. The GMC was conscious that these bodies were principally concerned about the Scottish Board granting qualifications to European graduates. Yet, it was alarmed that this provision would prevent from practising in NSW doctors whom it had registered on the basis of medical courses other than the TQ that were less than five years’ long, including British-born graduates of Cambridge and Oxford Universities. The Board wrote to Acting Minister for Health, Athol Richardson, ‘asking that such action as may be necessary, even including amending legislation, be taken as will preserve reciprocity of registration with the [UK]’.

Wade and Professor John Windeyer – then Dean of the Faculty who was also a fellow of the Senate, presided over the obstetrics and gynaecology section at national BMA meetings, and would become a Board member in September 1939 – met with Richardson. Yet the provision was not amended. Moreover, Windeyer belonged to the Professorial Board’s standing committee that agreed with and thus decided to submit to the Senate the Faculty’s report on the GMC’s letter, which defended the provision.

In that report, the Faculty stated that it ‘deplores the possibility … of any disturbance of the happy relations that have existed between the GMC and the University of Sydney’, but the 1938 Act is ‘designed to raise the standard of medical education and practice in … [NSW]’. It emphasised that this statute would overcome the ‘anomalous position’ that the Board was obliged to register ‘aliens who are registered in but excluded from residence in Great Britain’ either ‘because they have been registered by the [GMC] after 1 year’s study in the [UK]’ or ‘they have satisfied the far more stringent requirements laid down by the [Board]’. As discussed above, under the 1912 Act, if an applicant completed a medical course of at least five years’ duration in a country that lacked reciprocity with NSW, those requirements entailed passing the exam prescribed by the Senate. Pursuant to the 1938 Act, even if European doctors passed the final three years’ exams of the Faculty’s course, and completed a medical course that was at least five years’ long in a country outside the British Empire, they were only eligible for registration in NSW on the basis of those attainments if that country had
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The Board issued letters to the University in respect of 16 refugee doctors (though one letter was withdrawn) who obtained their qualifications in countries that did not have reciprocity with NSW. Those letters would have confirmed that the doctors satisfied other preconditions for registration (they had received a degree or diploma certifying to their ability to practise medicine or surgery and were entitled to be registered or practise in the country in which they studied). The Board nonetheless warned at least some of the doctors that, to obtain registration in three years’ time, they would need to prove that there was reciprocity between the country in which they completed their medical course of five years or more and NSW, which was tantamount to informing them that embarking on this study was pointless.

The 1938 Act preserved the University’s power to impose barriers to refugee doctors obtaining registration. Even if the Board issued letters to the University indicating that it was appropriate to admit refugee doctors to the final three years of its medical course because they had satisfied other statutory requirements for registration, the University could refuse to do so. Indeed, in 1942, the Faculty decided not to admit more than 12 ‘alien doctors’ to its course annually. The Faculty created further ‘conditions’ under which it was ‘prepared to admit’ these refugee doctors to its medical course, namely, that they ‘must attend all classes and in general conform to all the by-laws and regulations applicable to our own undergraduates’ and, if they were not ‘prepared to start their fourth year work on 12 October 1942 … they will miss a year’. The Commonwealth government was aware that the University was ‘definitely opposed to the admission of further foreign medical students’. Professor Harold Dew, then Dean of the Faculty, told the Commonwealth Director-General of Health that the Faculty was ‘training so many students’ that it was ‘impossible for us to take many of these Aliens into the
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fourth year of medicine at one time without seriously jeopardizing the standard of training of our Australian undergraduates".

In addition, the University ensured that the Board could only register a maximum of eight refugee doctors each year who successfully completed the final three years of its medical course. The University merely granted them a certificate, rather than conferring on them a degree, for doing so. Consequently, they could not apply for registration under the provision of the 1938 Act that entitled to registration those who held a ‘degree … in medicine or surgery’ of an Australian university, and to which the cap on granting registration applications from eight individuals who were ‘not natural born British subjects’ each year did not apply.

In a concession to several MPs who contended that eminent refugee doctors especially should be permitted to practise medicine in NSW, the 1938 Act created two additional pathways to registration for European doctors. The limit on registering eight non-British doctors annually applied to both categories and, to be eligible for them, applicants must have completed a medical course of at least five years’ duration and obtained a degree or diploma certifying to their ability to practise medicine or surgery. Although many of the refugee doctors would probably have been eligible for registration pursuant to one of these pathways in particular, the Board prevented most of them from obtaining it. A delegation of MPs who attended on FitzSimons after the passage of the 1938 Act predicted this outcome; it informed him ‘that the Medical Board had no intention of registering foreign doctors’.

One of the pathways was open to doctors who had, for three years continuously, held a year-long ‘certificate of registration for post-graduate teaching or for research work in medicine or surgery’ granted by the Board in response to ‘the request of an institution or organisation interested in post-graduate teaching in medicine or surgery’. MPs who recognised the valuable contribution that experienced refugee doctors could make in NSW suggested this provision. FitzSimons nonetheless emphasised his understanding that the certificate would only be granted in exceptional circumstances, ‘to allow brilliant men’ to teach local
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medical graduates, and, before three years elapsed, these doctors would be prohibited from engaging in private practice.138

Refugee doctors could obtain registration under the other pathway if the Board recommended to the Minister for Health that they had ‘such special qualifications’ and ‘special experience in the practice of medicine or surgery … as would justify waiving compliance with the requirements’ for registration that would otherwise apply to them, and the Minister approved of the recommendation.139 Mutch proposed this provision – which became section 17(2) of the 1938 Act (‘section 17(2)’) – and other MPs who sought to enable competent refugee doctors to benefit the NSW community supported it.140 FitzSimons reinforced, however, that this provision, too, would apply exclusively to doctors ‘of outstanding value and denoted world-wide experience’ and not ‘to the ordinary foreigner’.141 He later recalled that the legislature’s ‘intention’ was simply ‘to limit its use to those who were undoubtedly “Specialists”’.142 As European doctors received instruction in the specialties and frequently trained to be specialists,143 many of the refugee doctors would likely have been strong candidates for registration under section 17(2).144 Ironically, one of the reasons the BMA proffered for opposing registration of refugee doctors was that they were all specialists and Australia needed general practitioners (‘GPs’) who could provide a range of medical services.145 Nevertheless, between 1939 and 1942, the Board recommended to the Minister just nine of 53 refugee doctors who applied under this provision.146

After interviewing 40 of the 41 doctors who initially applied under section 17(2) (one of the doctors did not attend an interview), the Board decided to recommend only five of them.147 In relation to Dr Richard Kantor, a Viennese dermatologist,148 the Board contemplated suggesting to the Minister that he bear in mind the fact that its members were ‘evenly divided’ about whether to recommend him and ‘the possible overcrowding of his particular branch of the medical profession’.149 The Board decided to refrain from making this comment,150 though not because it recognised that registering one refugee doctor could hardly jeopardise local dermatologists’ livelihoods. In the context where the Board was
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anxious to contradict media criticism of its delays in registering foreign doctors.\textsuperscript{151} Wade advised the Board that ‘it was not [its] function to take into consideration or express any opinion upon the overcrowding of the medical profession’.\textsuperscript{152}

Notwithstanding this, the Board decided to adopt a narrow interpretation of section 17(2), pursuant to which it reversed its determination to recommend Kantor and one of the other five doctors to the Minister.\textsuperscript{153} On Wade’s motion, the Board resolved that, ‘to warrant’ its recommendation, ‘an applicant must possess such outstanding knowledge and experience in the practice of medicine or surgery or of any branch thereof, as would be of special value to the community’.\textsuperscript{154} The Board then created another threshold: ‘an applicant should at least have acted in the capacity of visiting medical officer of senior rank at a University Hospital’.\textsuperscript{155} At a subsequent conference with the Premier, Attorney-General and Minister for Health, Board members were informed that the legislature ‘did not infer as close a selection of applicants in terms of section 17(2)’ and rather ‘contemplated’ that it would apply merely to ‘an expert in his specialty’.\textsuperscript{156} Although the Board reconsidered the 40 applications in light of this explanation, it reaffirmed its decision to recommend only three doctors.\textsuperscript{157}

In any event, the reasons the Board had given the Minister for not recommending the 37 applicants under section 17(2) were unrelated to its definitions of ‘special qualifications’ and ‘experience’. Instead, the Board cited ‘the difficulty and at times impossibility of establishing the identity of applicants and the genuineness of their diplomas and claims’ in circumstances where most ‘applicants were subjects of enemy countries’ and none had ‘produced’ a ‘certificate’ from ‘a Committee set up … by the Commonwealth Government (as to the alien’s bona fides)’.\textsuperscript{158} Yet, as the Board members knew that the majority, if not all, of these doctors had fled from persecution, it is doubtful that they feared that they would endanger Australians if registered for the reason that they supported the Nazi regime. It was clear that some refugee doctors were unable to provide substantial documentation to the Board due to the turbulent circumstances in which they left their homes. Arthur Schuller, for example, informed the Board that his original diploma was stolen in transit from Vienna to Melbourne (in this instance, a copy of the doctor’s diploma and ‘numerous other documents’ he produced ‘satisfied the Board as to his identity and qualifications’).\textsuperscript{159}

If the Board members had sincere concerns about refugee doctors’ capacity to practise medicine safely, they could have arranged for assessment of their medical knowledge and skills, which they did not do. The Board also queried of the Minister whether, ‘owing to the outbreak of war and being mindful of the action
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Cabinet was receptive to this notion. The Minister subsequently advised the Board that Cabinet ‘does not approve of the registration as a medical practitioner of any alien of German nationality’ and requested that ‘the Board make its recommendations in light of this decision’.161 The Daily Telegraph reported that the Board ultimately refused to recommend many of the 40 applicants under section 17(2) due to Cabinet’s direction.162 Nevertheless, the Board had already made its initial recommendations regarding the doctors’ applications before it received Cabinet’s direction, one of the doctors whom it recommended was German (Arthur Lippmann),163 and at least a quarter of the applicants whom the Board did not recommend obtained their qualifications from Austria or Hungary, which suggests they may not have been German.164 Moreover, Attorney-General, Sir Henry Manning, seemingly advised the Board that, despite Cabinet’s direction, section 17(2) did not permit the Board to refuse to recommend a doctor on the ground that he/she was German. In response to its receipt of Manning’s written opinion regarding his interpretation of this provision, the Board decided ‘that all applicants under section 17(2) of the Act be considered on their personal qualifications, irrespective of their nationality’.165 In addition to the three doctors whom the Board initially recommended, the Board determined to recommend three more to the Minister, one of whom – Erich Friedlaender – was German.166 (Acting Minister for Health, Hubert Primrose, refused to approve the Board’s recommendations of Friedlaender and Lippmann because these doctors were German, but approved its other four recommendations).167 Cabinet’s direction was also not the reason for the Board’s subsequent refusal to recommend 10 of 13 further applicants for registration under section 17(2) between 1940 and 1942, as none of those doctors was German.168

It seems that the Board’s decisions to refuse to recommend refugee doctors who applied under section 17(2) were not based either on its serious evaluation of whether they could competently meet the community’s needs for general or specialist medical services. FitzSimons later claimed that most of the doctors whom the Board did not recommend ‘were general practitioners’.169 Yet, in correspondence with the Commonwealth Director-General of Health, the Board’s secretary mentioned the specialties of five doctors in the original group of
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applicants for registration under section 17(2) whom the Board decided not to recommend, and the Board noted in the minutes of its meetings the specialties of seven of the 10 doctors who were among the further applicants whom it also did not recommend. The Board did not alter any of its original decisions in response to requests to reconsider them by several doctors and lawyers acting on some of the doctors’ behalf. The Board even informed MP Edward Sanders that it had already ‘considered in detail’ the application of Emil Huth, a Viennese internal diseases specialist, and no ‘good purpose would be served by Mr Sanders’ appearance before’ it. When Sanders was subsequently part of a deputation of five MPs who appealed to the new Minister of Health, Christopher Kelly, to ‘enable skilled refugee doctors to be registered’ due to their capacity to contribute ‘value to the community’, Sanders claimed that Huth ‘saved his life after’ local ‘specialists had failed correctly to diagnose his illness’.

From 1942, the Commonwealth Alien Doctors Board in fact permitted at least 25 refugee doctors to practise medicine in NSW following an assessment of their capability. At least 11 of those doctors – Serge Ross, Hillary Karmalsky, Samuel Haneman, Oscar Kudelka, Hans Landecker, Robert Loebel, Otto Lucas, Alexander Frank, Isidor Knossew, Arthur Revai, and Felix Leeser – had applied unsuccessfully to the Board for registration under section 17(2). On the basis of their performance in written and oral exams (some of them had also, by that time, passed the exams of the final three years of the Faculty’s medical course), those doctors were issued temporary licences to work in roles allocated by the NSW State Medical Co-ordination Committee. The licences were issued pursuant to the National Security (Alien Doctors) Regulations 1942 (Cth), which were introduced to address shortages of doctors to treat the civilian population during the war. In December 1943, Commonwealth and State Health Ministers noted that no complaints had been made about any of the licensed doctors’ competence.
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One correspondent to *The Sydney Morning Herald* assumed that ‘the BMA … undoubtedly influenced the Government’ to decide ‘not to permit German refugee doctors to practise for the duration of the war’, and queried whether the BMA was ‘so afraid of the competition of a few qualified refugee doctors?’ The delegation of MPs who approached Kelly similarly presumed that the BMA was preventing refugee doctors from practising; they argued that ‘the barrier erected against these [refugee doctors] by the B.M.A. should be removed’. Public condemnation by some of the BMA’s hostility towards refugee doctors seemingly encouraged it to attempt to conceal its efforts to exclude them from NSW’s registered medical profession. Moncrieff Barron responded to the claim of the Commonwealth Minister for the Interior that the BMA’s views ‘on the subject of foreign doctors were very narrow-minded’, by pronouncing that the BMA ‘had not considered the question of the registration of refugee doctors’ or ‘expressed any view on the matter’. He further stated that the BMA ‘is not responsible for the registration of doctors’ and ‘has no power to influence their registration’.

Yet, even though the BMA objected that the 1938 Act only mandated that one Board member needed to be a BMA nominee, the BMA had maintained its representation on the Board. Therefore, it definitely had some impact at least on the Board’s decisions about refugee doctors’ applications for registration. The 1938 Act required all Board members to be doctors registered in NSW and, in addition to the BMA nominee (who also needed to be a GP who had practised ‘outside the county of Cumberland’ for five years), another member needed to be a nominee of the Senate. This formalised the Board’s previous composition; indeed, FitzSimons expressed his intention to ‘continue’ the Board that was appointed before the passage of the 1938 Act. In succeeding years, the Board included more than one prominent BMA member, including Wade, Moncrieff Barron, and Windeeyer. Other Board members appeared to support the BMA’s position on refugee doctors. For instance, Sir Hugh Poate, who was at this time a Board member (and examiner in the Faculty), later argued that immigration of ‘more overseas doctors’ would lead to ‘overcrowding of the profession’, a ‘condition’ that ‘will result in a lowering, not only of the standard of medical practice, but also of the ethical conduct of many practitioners’.

The BMA’s representatives on the Board might have been especially concerned to prevent registration of refugee doctors under section 17(2). European
specialists could compete with local doctors who worked to some extent in a specialty, but needed also to retain a general practice for income.\textsuperscript{189} In addition, the potential for registration of these practitioners might have been perceived as an affront to Australian doctors who aspired to specialise, but lacked the means to pursue overseas postgraduate study and obtain honorary hospital work, which were prerequisites to specialisation.\textsuperscript{190} Indeed, given the difficulty of developing and relying on a specialist practice, in 1935, the BMA’s NSW branch informed medical graduates that the majority of them would probably work in general practice.\textsuperscript{191} The BMA may also have sought to limit the number of specialists generally. It supported GPs’ continued practise of obstetrics and performance of minor surgical operations (which were excluded from the services provided by friendly societies’ contracts, so they could charge fees for service in respect of them) in the face of specialists’ pursuit of this work, too.\textsuperscript{192}

\section*{C Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Act 1939 (NSW) and Its Application}

The \textit{Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Act 1939} (NSW) (‘\textit{1939 Act}’) amended, and came into operation on the same date as, the \textit{1938 Act}.\textsuperscript{193} It seems that its provisions applying to refugee doctors were another concession to those in the community, press and legislature who believed that they should be able to practise medicine in NSW. Yet, the BMA, Board and some MPs sought to ensure that refugee doctors could not benefit from a further pathway to registration created by this legislation.

As amended by the \textit{1939 Act}, the \textit{1938 Act} permitted the Board to register foreign doctors whom the Faculty had admitted to the final three years of its course before, and who passed its exams after, the \textit{1938 Act} commenced.\textsuperscript{194} Those doctors would have been entitled to registration under the \textit{1912 Act}, but not under the \textit{1938 Act} because the countries in which they completed their medical courses of at least five years’ duration did not have reciprocity with NSW.\textsuperscript{195} According to Richardson, before 4 August 1939, the Board had issued letters to the University in respect of 18 doctors, recommending it admit them to the Faculty’s medical course.\textsuperscript{196} Nevertheless, the Board’s minutes of its meetings indicate that it deemed 28 refugee doctors qualified to sit for the Faculty’s exams.\textsuperscript{197} It appears that the
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Board ultimately registered just seven of those doctors, though not all of them may have completed the course. It was costly and many doctors would have had difficulty undertaking paid employment while studying.

An additional category of registration was open to refugee doctors under the 1938 Act, as amended, provided they had completed a medical course of at least five years’ duration, received a degree or diploma certifying to their ability to practise medicine, and were entitled to be registered or practise as a doctor in any country. The Board could issue a 12-month ‘certificate of regional registration’ to such a doctor to practise in a region in which, the Governor considered, ‘residents’ were ‘not adequately provided for in respect of medical and/or surgical services’, if the Board was satisfied that he/she had the requisite ‘experience’ to provide those services ‘for the inhabitants’.

Regional registration was introduced to address shortages of doctors in country areas. Nevertheless, some MPs maintained that granting it to refugee doctors would be ‘to the detriment of young Australian doctors’, who would practise in those locations if the government provided sufficient compensation for doing so. This view was consistent with the BMA’s argument that the only reason Australian doctors were not practising in country areas was the difficulty of developing a lucrative practice there. Further, the BMA described appointing refugee doctors to work in regional areas as ‘objectionable’ because, it claimed, this ‘would lead to an ever-expanding registration of foreigners by a back-door route’. According to The Herald, the BMA also alleged that permitting refugee doctors to practise in ‘areas from which Australian doctors had gone on active service … meant “let the Australian give his … livelihood, and maybe his life, and let a foreigner … deprive him of his means of subsistence should he return”’.

The NSW Government and the Board shared the BMA’s desire to limit regional registration of refugee doctors. Mair informed the Prime Minister:

Before proclaiming any … ‘regions’, my Government has decided to increase the rates of subsidies paid to subsidised doctors with the object of inducing duly qualified medical practitioners resident in [NSW] to accept the positions offering before making them available to refugee doctors.
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Moncrieff Barron contradicted reports that the BMA had influenced the NSW Government’s decision and claimed that the BMA ‘has no objection to alien graduates being appointed to sparsely-populated areas, should no local graduates be available’.209 Yet, as some MPs observed, increasing the government subsidy for doctors in those areas would ensure that ‘all areas in the country will have been provided with medical services’ and ‘remove one of the principal arguments for the admittance of alien doctors to practise’.210 Moreover, when the Acting Minister for Health sought the Board’s ‘views’ about ‘the appointment of foreign medical practitioners to country districts’ before Cabinet considered this ‘question’, the Board (which included BMA representatives) recommended that ‘preference be given to British born subjects’.211

In drafting the 1939 Act, the Government drew on two further suggestions of the Board that could potentially also have reduced the number of refugee doctors who obtained regional registration. The Board proposed that ‘a guarantee be required from any foreign practitioner that he will remain for a minimum period of five years in the locality to which he has been allocated’.212 Under the 1938 Act (as amended), a doctor who held a certificate of regional registration for periods aggregating five years was entitled to registration to practise anywhere in NSW.213 Yet a requirement to practise medicine exclusively in an undesirable location for such a long period of time might have discouraged refugee doctors from applying for regional registration. It was also on the Board’s recommendation that the 1939 Act empowered it to require applicants for regional registration to pass an oral test to prove their experience in medicine and surgery.214 The Board could thus refuse to grant regional registration to refugee doctors whom it determined had failed its assessment.

The Board received some criticism in the media for delaying especially in making ‘“regional” appointments’ of refugee doctors, but the Board asked the Minister to issue a statement ‘rectifying the misapprehension’.215 It seems that, in fact, there were few, if any, applications from refugee doctors for regional registration to process at this time, at least partly due to the efforts of the Board and Cabinet.216 Even if refugee doctors had applied for such registration, most would have been unlikely to obtain it. The Sun noted that, ‘when only £650 a year
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subsidy was offered, no Australians applied for appointment to practise medicine in regional areas, but since the subsidy was increased to £1,000, ‘so many applications have been received from Australians for appointment as subsidised doctors in NSW that it is doubtful whether any vacancies will be left for foreign refugee doctors’.217 A memorandum from the conference of Commonwealth and State Ministers for Health in late 1943 noted that the ‘system of “regional registration” of alien doctors … has not been implemented in NSW’.218

III LESSONS FROM THE PAST

Where those granted asylum in Australia are medical practitioners who have obtained their qualifications overseas, there are persuasive moral, economic and public health reasons for facilitating their practise of their profession, provided they can do so competently and safely. Many would consider that, not only is it ethically responsible to give doctors who have fled from oppression the opportunity to begin a new life, but it enables them to support themselves financially and provide valuable medical services to the community, including to other immigrants who share their cultural background and language.219

Nevertheless, the past demonstrates that, especially during periods of economic insecurity and conflict, forces such as protectionism and prejudice can lead to the preclusion of competent OTDs from practising medicine if the legal regime governing doctors’ registration permits them to prevail. In particular, this could occur if registration decisions can legally be based on matters other than applicants’ competence to practise medicine and public demand for medical services, and there are no legal impediments to or remedies for discrimination in registration and accreditation processes. We can learn cautionary lessons from refugee doctors’ experiences in NSW in the 1930s and 1940s, so that factors that are unrelated to the professional capability of OTDs who receive refuge in Australia do not intrude into decision-making about whether they can practise medicine here. In addition, this history may illuminate whether changes to the law since that period could help to prevent the repetition of past discrimination.

The Australian Medical Association (‘AMA’), into which the BMA’s Australian state branches transmuted in 1962,220 has recently expressed support for asylum seekers.221 In 2016, then AMA president, Professor Brian Owler, specifically acknowledged the contribution to Australian society of OTDs who have been granted refuge here.222 This position diverges markedly from that of the
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past BMA. Suzanne Rutland observed that, in the 1930s and 1940s, the medical profession ‘was one of the strongest pressure groups to oppose both the entrance of refugee doctors to Australia and their right to practice following their arrival’. In NSW, BMA representatives prevented refugee doctors from obtaining registration to practise medicine through their roles as members of the Board. In 1938, Mutch predicted that the involvement of these advocates for the medical profession in the medical registration authority could compromise its impartiality. He noted, ‘conflict between the interests of the [BMA] and the responsibilities of the Board to the Government will inevitably arise’, and a BMA nominee appointed to the Board will be ‘torn between his desire to do justice to the position that he occupies as a doctor on the Board and to that which he holds as a representative of the [BMA]’.

Notwithstanding the AMA’s present attitude to asylum seekers, history teaches us that it is essential that decision-making regarding OTDs’ registration applications focuses on maintaining professional standards and meeting the public’s need for medical services. It is vital that medical boards have broad latitude to determine registration matters. We can nonetheless learn from the past to be vigilant for the use of such discretion to deny registration to capable OTDs. This could occur if registration authorities pursue interests of doctors’ representative bodies that are unrelated to facilitating the provision of safe medical services.

Importantly, changes to the statutory composition and objectives of medical registration bodies since the 1930s and 1940s may diminish the influence of such concerns on them and their capacity to act on them if they are so inclined. In recent years, external and lay involvement in medical registration authorities has increased. This shift has reduced the medical profession’s previous autonomy to self-regulate and, with it, perceptions that registration authorities protected certain doctors unduly and their processes were neither transparent nor accountable to the public. Those who register doctors may be more insulated from the influence of lobby groups for the medical profession today than in the past due to the move in
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2010 from a state-based registration system to the National Registration and Accreditation Scheme (‘NRAS’). At present, the *Health Practitioner Regulation National Law* (‘National Law’), as enacted in each Australian state and territory, provides for registration of doctors by a national Medical Board of Australia (‘MBA’). The Council of Australian Governments Health Council (constituted by state, territory and federal government health ministers) appoints the MBA, a maximum of two-thirds of the MBA can comprise registered doctors, and at least two individuals must be appointed as its ‘community members’. Two ‘objectives’ of the NRAS, which are stipulated in the *National Law*, indicate that the MBA’s decision-making about registration applications must concentrate on making sure that public demand for safe medical services is satisfied. Those aims are ‘to provide for the protection of the public by ensuring that only health practitioners who are suitably trained and qualified to practise in a competent and ethical manner are registered’, and ‘to facilitate access to services provided by health practitioners in accordance with the public interest’.

History also demonstrates that it is crucial that legislators confine OTDs’ eligibility for medical registration to their clinical and behavioural competence. Pursuant to NSW’s 1912 Act and 1938 Act, refugee doctors’ eligibility for registration could depend on Australia’s relations with the countries in which those doctors had trained and whether the latter offered reciprocal registration of Australian medical graduates. These arbitrary matters did not confirm applicants’ ability to practise medicine safely. In a significant change from the past that may prevent discrimination against OTDs’ registration applications on grounds that are unrelated to their professional capability, the MBA is currently not required to take such factors into account and must base its determination of OTDs’ eligibility for registration at least partly on an evaluation of their qualifications, training and abilities.

From the past, we can learn, too, the importance of legislators requiring comprehensive and impartial assessment of the qualifications, experience and skills of OTDs who apply for registration. This can ensure that OTDs’ capacity to practise medicine safely is properly evaluated and, where necessary, they are given opportunities to improve their competencies, though not required to undertake superfluous retraining. The 1912 Act and 1938 Act did not direct the Board to arrange for such assessment of refugee doctors. Section 17(2) of the 1938 Act
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empowered the Board to recommend registration of applicants due to their ‘special qualifications’ and ‘experience’, but this statute did not specify any process for evaluating them. Although many Australian doctors were unfamiliar with the nature of refugee doctors’ work experience,231 the Board made decisions regarding refugee doctors’ eligibility for this category of registration based merely on documents they submitted and short interviews. In addition, the University prevented some refugee doctors whom the Board determined satisfied other preconditions for registration from undertaking further study, thus precluding them from becoming eligible for registration. Further, the Faculty required refugee doctors whom it did admit to its medical course to attend all classes and complete exams for the final three years of the course without first ascertaining whether it was necessary, in light of their skills and experience, for them to undertake this education.

This history may underscore the significance of changes that have been made to the evaluation of OTDs’ professional competencies since the 1930s and 1940s. Currently, OTDs who seek registration need not enrol in an Australian medical course without initially undergoing a thorough assessment, which may be conducted independently of the MBA. To decide whether applicants are eligible for registration, the MBA can be guided by the advice either of an external accreditation authority or a committee it establishes, which assesses OTDs’ qualifications, knowledge, clinical skills and professional attributes.232 Further protections against biased or cursory assessment of OTDs’ professional capability today include the following. The MBA is required to act in accordance with the rules of natural justice.233 In addition to the above-mentioned statutory objective of the NRAS to ensure that only those with appropriate training and qualifications are registered, another aim of the scheme stipulated in the National Law is ‘to facilitate the rigorous and responsive assessment of overseas-trained health practitioners’.234 This legislation also provides that a ‘guiding principle’ of the NRAS is that it must ‘operate in a transparent, accountable … and fair way’.235 Further, an applicant for registration can appeal the MBA’s decision to refuse to grant the application to a state or territory civil and administrative tribunal.236

Other recent changes to Australian law may constitute additional safeguards against a repetition of past discrimination in registration processes against OTDs
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who receive asylum in Australia. For instance, doctors can now complain about the MBA’s registration decisions to a National Health Practitioner Ombudsman and Privacy Commissioner, who can suggest to the MBA that it reconsider them.237 Especially significant are anti-discrimination laws, introduced in their current form from the 1970s, which prohibit discrimination on the basis of, inter alia, race (defined as including ‘colour, descent or national or ethnic origin’) in activities that are connected with work, such as the qualification and authorisation of people to practise professions.238

IV CONCLUSION

Eight decades ago, the plight of refugee doctors who escaped from Nazi Europe and sought to practise their profession in Australia generated fervent debate.239 Yet, those who wished to exclude refugee doctors from the registered medical profession in NSW in particular achieved their objective to a significant extent.240 Prominent members of bodies that comprised the Australian medical world’s ‘triangular power structure’ (as Kunz observed) – doctors who registered, represented and educated the medical profession – as well as MPs, attempted and collaborated to deny registration to practise medicine to refugee doctors between 1937 and 1942. We can learn valuable lessons from this history to ensure that capable OTDs to whom Australia grants asylum have opportunities to support themselves and benefit the community by using their medical training and skills.

The past especially teaches us to be wary of aspects of the legal regime governing regulation of the medical profession that could permit protectionism and prejudice to influence registration and accreditation processes. As evidenced by Australia in the 1930s and 1940s, such forces typically drive opposition to immigration and immigrants’ right to work in their new homeland during downturns in the economy, political turmoil and war. The number of doctors among the asylum seekers to whom Australia grants refuge is unlikely to be sufficiently high to represent a significant threat to local doctors’ livelihoods.
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Nevertheless, this was also the case in the past, but did not preclude refugee doctors’ experience of discrimination. Recent changes to the law may prevent a recurrence of this history. Ideally, the law in future will continue to guarantee that the primary determinant of the right to practise medicine of OTDs who receive asylum in Australia is an assurance that they can do so competently and safely.